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Kansas Corporation Commission

THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF KANSAS

Before Commissioners:

Andrew J. French, Chairperson
Dwight D. Keen
Susan K. Duffy

In the Matter of Record Natural Gas Prices and
Potential System Reliability Issues from
Unprecedented and sustained Cold Weather.

)
)

Docket No. 21 -GIMX-303-MIS

)

ORDER ADOPTING STAFF'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION TO OPEN
COMPANY-SPECIFIC INVESTIGATIONS; ORDER ON PETITIONS
TO INTERVENE OF BLUEMARK ENERGY, LLC AND CURB;
PROTECTIVE AND DISCOVERY ORDER

This matter comes before the State Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas
(Commission) for consideration and decision. Having reviewed the pleadings and record, the
Commission makes the following findings:
1.

On February 14, 2021, Governor Kelly issued a State of Disaster Emergency due

to wind chill warnings and stress on utility and natural gas providers, noting that the current subzero temperatures were causing increased energy demand and natural gas supply constraints
throughout Kansas, and utilities were currently experiencing wholesale natural gas price increase
from 10 to 100 times higher than normal (the "2021 Winter Weather Event"). Those costs may
eventually flow through to consumers through increases in monthly natural gas and electric bills.
Additionally, Kansas utilities are facing potential reliability issues related to the prolonged arctic
temperatures.
2.

K.S.A. 77-536(a) provides State agencies with the authority to act when there is

"an immediate danger to the public health, safety or welfare requiring immediate state agency
action." On February 15, 2021 , pursuant to K.S.A. 77-536(a), the Commission issued an

Emergency Order directing all jurisdictional natural gas and electric utilities to coordinate efforts
and take all reasonably feasible, lawful, and appropriate actions to ensure adequate transportation
of natural gas and electricity to interconnected, non-jurisdictional Kansas utilities.'
Jurisdictional natural gas and electric utilities were ordered to do everything necessary to ensure
natural gas and electricity service continued to be provided to their customers in Kansas. 2
3.

The Commission's Emergency Order also authorized every jurisdictional electric

and natural gas distribution utility that incurs extraordinary costs associated with ensuring that
their customers or the customers of interconnected Kansas utilities that are non-jurisdictional to
the Commission continue to receive utility service during this unprecedented cold weather event
to defer those costs to a regulatory asset account. 3 All deferred costs shall be segregated by
detailed cost category and shall contain enough detail for the Commission to perform a
subsequent review for prudence and reasonableness. 4 This deferral is for accounting purposes
only.5
4.

The Commission's Emergency Order also directed each jurisdictional utility to

file a compliance report in this Docket detailing the extent of such costs incurred, and present a
plan to minimize the financial impacts of this event on ratepayers over a reasonable time frame,
once the 2021 Winter Weather Event ends. 6
5.

On February 26, 2021, BlueMark Energy, LLC (BlueMark) filed a Petition to

Intervene. BlueMark is a privately-owned natural gas marketing company serving commercial
and industrial natural gas customers in Kansas and other states. 7 BlueMark's largest customer
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base is served off the Kansas Gas Service jurisdictional gas utility system, but it also serves
Kansas customers on the Black Hills Energy system.8 As a supplier on Kansas jurisdictional
utilities, BlueMark anticipates that it will experience increased costs that will be passed on to its
customers. 9
6.

On March 1, 2021, Staff filed its Report and Recommendation (R&R) to open a

series of company-specific dockets to allow: (1) the utilities to file financial impact plans 10 and
(2) Staff to tailor its investigation to match each utility' s unique circumstances. 11 Staff believes
creating distinct, company-specific dockets will result in efficiencies because: (1) potential
intervenors can participate in only those dockets affecting them and (2) confidential information
pertaining to market pricing, purchasing practices, power-marketing strategies and other
company-specific information will be protected. 12 Staff envisions the current Docket as serving
as the repository for the industry-wide reports or findings resulting from investigations by
entities such as FERC, NERC, and SPP.13
7.

Staff recommends opening company-specific dockets because: (1) the financial

impact plans contemplated in the Commission' s Order in this matter are company specific; and
(2) the need to refine the investigation based on each utility's circumstances. Staff recommends
opening seven, new company-specific investigatory dockets: 14
• 21 -EKME-_

-GIE (Evergy Kansas Metro and Evergy Kansas Central)

• 21 -EPDE-_

-GIE (Empire District Electric Company d/b/a Liberty Empire)

• 21-SPEE-_

-GIE (Southern Pioneer Electric Company)
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• 21-KGSG-_

-GIG (Kansas Gas Service Company, a Division of One Gas, Inc.)

• 21-ATMG-_

-GIG (Atmos Energy Corporation)

• 21 -BHCG-_

-GIG (Black Hills Kansas Gas Utility Company d/b/a Black Hills

Energy)
• 21-AEGG-_
8.

-GIG (American Energies Gas Service)

Staff also recommends that each utility file its plan to minimize the financial

effects of this cold weather event into the company-specific investigation dockets, instead of as a
compliance filing in the 21-303 Docket. 15
9.

On March 1, 202 1, the Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board (CURB) filed its

Petition to Intervene and Motion for Protective Order and Discovery Order, explaining the rates
charged to and services received by residential and small commercial ratepayers, whose interests
✓

CURB represents, may be substantially affected by the Commission' s Emergency Order. 16
CURB also seeks a protective and discovery order to handle confidential information. 17
10.

The Commission adopts Staffs recommendation to open the following seven

company specific dockets:
• 21-EKME-3 29-GIE (Evergy Kansas Metro and Evergy Kansas Central)
• 21-EPDE-3 30-GIE (Empire District Electric Company d/b/a Liberty Empire)
• 21-SPEE-331 -GIE (Southern Pioneer Electric Company)
• 21-KGSG-332-GIG (Kansas Gas Service Company)
• 21-ATMG-333-GIG (Atmos Energy Corporation)
• 21-BHCG-3 34-GIG (Black Hills Kansas Gas Utility Company d/b/a Black Hills
Energy)
15
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• 21-AEGG-335-GIG (American Energies Gas Service)
Consistent with Staffs recommendation, the Commission directs each utility file its plan to
minimize the financial effects of this cold weather event into its company-specific investigation
docket.
I.

11.

Petitions to Intervene

The Commission has broad discretion to grant a petition for intervention if it is in

the interest of justice, if the intervention will not impair the orderly and prompt conduct of the
proceedings, and if the party has stated facts demonstrating its legal rights, duties and privileges,
immunities or other legal interests may be substantially affected by the proceeding. 18
Furthermore, at any time during a proceeding, the Commission may impose limitations on an
intervenor's participation. 19
12.

Since BlueMark is a natural gas marketing company that serves its customers over

Kansas Gas Service's and Black Hills Energy' s systems, the Commission finds and concludes
that BlueMark has met the requirements of K.A.R. 82-1-225 and K.S .A. 77-521 , and should be
granted intervention in the 21-KGSG-332-GIG and 21-BHCG-334-GIG Dockets. In those two
Dockets, BlueMark will be added to the mailing list, and electronic service of pleadings,
communications, and correspondence should be delivered to counsel of record and intervenor' s
other designee as follows:
Jeff Austin
Austin Law P.A.
7111 W151stSt.,Suite315
Overland Park, KS 66223
(913) 814-8854
jeff@austinlawpa.com

18
19

Mike Westbrock
Julie Agro
BlueMark Energy
4200 East Skelly Drive, Suite 300
Tulsa, OK 74135
(918) 238-2020
mwestbrock@bluemarkenergy.com
jagro@bluemarkenergy.com

K.S.A. 77-521; K.A.R. 82-1-225 .
K.S.A. 77-52l(c).
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13.

On February 26, 2021 , Jeff Austin, local counsel for BlueMark, and an attorney

licensed to practice law in Kansas, filed a Motion for Admission of Alex Goldberg Pro Hae Vice
on behalf of BlueMark, pursuant to Kansas Supreme Court Rule 116. The Pro Hae Vice Motion
references, but fails to include the required Verified Petition signed by Mr. Goldberg. Therefore,
the Commission denies the Motion for Admission of Alex Goldberg Pro Hae Vice without
prejudice. BlueMark can refile its Motion for Admission of Alex Goldberg Pro Hae Vice in the
21-KGSG-332-GIG and 21-BHCG-334-GIG Dockets.
14.

The Commission finds that CURB has met the requirements ofK.S.A. 77-521 and

K.A.R. 82-1-225 and should be granted intervention in this Docket and all seven companyspecific Dockets. CURB will be added to the mailing list for all eight Dockets. Service of
electronic notices, pleadings, communications, and correspondence should be delivered to
CURB' s designees:
David W. Nickel
Todd E. Love
Joseph R. Astrab
Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board
1500 SW Arrowhead Road
Topeka, KS 66604
(785) 271-3200
d.nickel@curb.kansas.gov
t.love@curb.kansas.gov
j.astrab@curb.kansas.gov
II.

15.

Shonda Rabb
Della Smith
Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board
1500 SW Arrowhead Road
Topeka. KS 66604
(785) 271-3200
s.rabb@curb.kansas.gov
d.smith@curb.kansas.gov

Protective Order

K.S.A. 66-1220a and K.A.R. 82-1-221a set forth requirements for the designation

and treatment of information deemed confidential in Commission proceedings. The Commission
finds it appropriate to issue this Protective Order to establish procedures relating to confidential
data and information.

6

16.

K.S.A. 66-1220a limits disclosure of trade secrets or confidential commercial

information of regulated utilities. Under K.S.A. 66-1220a(a)(4), the Commission is to consider
alternatives to disclosure that will serve the public interest and protect the regulated entity. This
Protective Order provides an interim procedure under K.S.A. 66-1220a(a)(4) to facilitate the
prompt and orderly conduct of this case. This Protective Order will govern the treatment and
handling of confidential information until further order of the Commission.
17.

A party may designate as confidential any information that it believes, in good

faith, to be a trade secret or other confidential commercial information. The party designating the
information as confidential must provide a written statement of the specific grounds for the
designation at the time the designation is made. 20 The party claiming confidentiality has the
burden of proving the confidential status of the information. Designating information as
confidential does not establish that the information will be kept from disclosure after review by
the Commission. 2 1
18.

This Protective Order applies to all parties in this proceeding, unless specifically

stated otherwise. The provisions of the Protective Order apply to Commission Staff (Staff),
except that Staff is not required to sign nondisclosure certificates or view voluminous materials
on site and is not required to return or destroy confidential information upon request at the
conclusion of a proceeding. Outside experts and consultants used by Staff shall have access to
information and voluminous materials on the same basis as Staff, except that outside Staff
experts and consultants are required to read this Protective Order and to sign nondisclosure
certificates as contained in Appendix A. Parties who do not sign a nondisclosure certificate will
not be granted access to confidential information filed in this docket.

°K.A.R. 82-l-22la(a)(5).

2

21

See K.S .A. 66-1220a.
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19.

The following definitions shall apply:

Information: "Information" refers to all documents, data, including electronic data, studies and
other materials furnished pursuant to requests for information or other modes of discovery, or
any other information or documents that are otherwise a part of the Commission record.
Confidential Information: "Confidential information" refers to information which, if disclosed,
would likely result in harm to a party's economic or competitive interests or which would result
in harm to the public interest, generally, and which is not otherwise available from public
sources.

"Confidential information" may include, but is not limited to:

(1) material or

documents that contain information relating directly to specific customers; (2) employeesensitive information; (3) marketing analyses or other market-specific information relating to
services offered in competition with others; (4) reports, work papers or other documentation
related to work produced by internal or external auditors or consultants; (5) strategies employed,
to be employed, or under consideration; (6) contract negotiations; and, (7) information
concerning trade secrets, as well as private technical, financial, and business information.
20.

A party designating information as confidential shall make the confidential

information available to parties seeking access or discovery under the restrictions in this
Protective Order, if such disclosure is not otherwise privileged or objectionable on other
evidentiary grounds. Disclosure of confidential information shall be made to attorneys of record
and to authorized representatives, including outside experts, who are consulting with parties or
intend to file testimony in this proceeding. Attorneys or authorized representatives seeking
access to confidential information shall first read this Protective Order and sign a nondisclosure
certificate as provided in Appendix A. In cases in which a utility' s rates are being reviewed,
attorneys and representatives of the utility whose rates are being reviewed are not required to

8

sign nondisclosure certificates in order to receive copies of documents containing the utility' s
own confidential information. The nondisclosure certificate shall contain the signatory's name,
permanent address, title or position, date signed, and an affirmation that the signer is acting on
behalf of a party to this proceeding. The nondisclosure certificate shall be filed in the docket.
The party claiming confidentiality shall provide legible copies of the confidential information to
requesting parties by serving one copy upon counsel for the requesting party. The requesting
party may copy the confidential information and make it available to its authorized
representatives who have signed and filed nondisclosure certificates. If a response to a discovery
request requires the duplication of voluminous material, or the material is not easily copied
because of its binding or size, the furnishing party may require that the voluminous material be
viewed on its own premises. If duplication of voluminous material can be accomplished without
undue burden on the party disclosing the information, the voluminous material may be copied at
the expense of the requesting party. Voluminous material shall include documents or materials
comprised of 200 pages or more.
21.

A party may designate pre-filed testimony and exhibits as confidential pursuant to

this Protective Order. The specific grounds for the confidential designation shall be stated in
writing at the time the designation is made or the testimony filed. Any party obtaining
confidential information may use or refer to such information in pre-filed or oral testimony
provided that the confidentiality is maintained, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission.
22.

If information to be disclosed in response to a data request contains confidential

information designated by another party in this docket, the furnishing party shall maintain the
confidential status by marking the information as confidential and only provide response to
parties that have signed nondisclosure certificates. If information that a party intends to use in

9

this proceeding or that would be disclosed in response to a data request contains confidential
information obtained from a source outside of this proceeding, the party intending to use or
provide the confidential information must notify the original source which claimed confidential
status to allow that entity to decide whether to claim confidentiality in this proceeding.
23.

When pleadings, pre-filed testimony, or exhibits include confidential information,

the parties are to follow these procedures:
a.

File seven22 copies of the complete document, including all confidential

information. The cover is to clearly state "CONFIDENTIAL VERSION." Confidential pages
shall be stamped "CONFIDENTIAL," and the specific confidential information shall be
identified by being underlined.
b.

File one copy with the confidential portions redacted, for use as a public

document. The cover is to clearly state "PUBLIC VERSION."
c.

File one copy of the pages that contain confidential information in a separate

envelope marked "CONFIDENTIAL." This filing will be maintained in the docket room file
under seal. If there are multiple pages with confidential information and it is impracticable to
separate the pages with the confidential information, the party may file instead one copy of the
entire document that is stamped "CONFIDENTIAL."
24.

Confidential testimony may be offered or subject to cross-examination at

hearings. Parties have the right to object to the admissibility of confidential information on
standard evidentiary grounds such as relevance. Confidential information that is received into
evidence will be kept under seal. Confidential information shall be discussed only after the
hearing is closed to all persons except the Commission, its Staff, hearing examiners, court
reporters, attorneys of record and individuals to whom the designated information is available
22

Only one copy must be submitted when a party utilizes electronic filing.

10

under the terms of this Protective Order. Parties shall make every effort at hearings to ask and
answer questions in such a way as to preserve the confidentiality of the information without the
need to close the hearing. The transcript of live testimony or oral argument disclosing
confidential information shall be kept under seal and copies provided only to persons entitled to
access to confidential information. Neither the parties nor their attorneys shall disclose or
provide copies of the contents of such transcripts to anyone other than those who may have
access to the designated information under the terms of this Protective Order.
25.

If a party disagrees with a claim that information is confidential or should not be

disclosed, the parties shall first attempt to resolve the dispute on an informal basis. If the parties
cannot resolve the dispute informally, the party contesting the confidential treatment may file a
motion with the Commission. Commission Staff should also be prepared to challenge a
confidential designation when Staff believes the information does not meet the definition of
confidential information. When a dispute concerning confidentiality is brought before the
Commission, the Commission will review the matter to determine (1) if the party claiming
confidentiality has met its burden of establishing the confidential designation is proper, and (2)
whether disclosure is warranted under K. S.A. 66- l 220a. The contested information shall not be
disclosed pending the Commission's ruling.
26.

All persons who are afforded access to confidential information under the terms

of this Protective Order shall neither use nor disclose such information for purposes of business
or competition or any other purpose other than the purpose of preparation for and litigation of
this proceeding. During the course of this proceeding, parties shall keep confidential information
secure in accordance with the purposes and intent of this order. At the conclusion of this
proceeding, including judicial review, a party claiming that information was confidential may

11

require that other persons in possession of its confidential information return or destroy all such
confidential information and all notes, tapes, documents, and any other medium containing,
summarizing, or otherwise embodying such confidential information. If the party claiming
confidentiality requests destruction, the person destroying the information shall certify its
destruction. Counsel shall be entitled to retain memoranda or pleadings including or embodying
confidential information to the extent reasonably necessary to preserve a file on this proceeding.
III. Discovery Order
27.

The Commission finds that formalizing discovery procedures and clarifying the

obligations of the parties will help ensure a full and efficient investigation of the issues in this
docket. This Discovery Order will govern the conduct of discovery until further order of the
Commission. Parties may request modified or additional discovery procedures or may request
that the Commission schedule a discovery pre-hearing conference.
28.

General procedures. Discovery in Commission proceedings is limited to matters

that are "clearly relevant." 23 After a docket is opened, any party may serve upon any other party
written discovery or data requests. These data requests shall identify with reasonable
particularity the information or documents sought. Data requests must be designed to elicit
material facts within the knowledge of the parties. Data requests that require conclusions of law
or answers to hypothetical questions are generally not permitted. Cross-examination through the
use of data requests is not appropriate. Copies of data requests shall be served upon all other
parties to the proceeding, unless a party requests otherwise. Data requests and responses may be
served by facsimile transmittal or electronic mail if agreed to by the parties. Data requests that

23

K.A.R. 82- l-234a(a).
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are sent by a party after 5:00 p.m. shall be deemed to have been received the following business
day.24
29.

Data Request Responses. Responses to Staff data requests are due within seven

days. 25 Responses to all other data requests are due within 10 days. In computing the period of
time for responding, the day on which the data request was issued is not counted. Furthermore,
for purposes of calculating all discovery-related deadlines, intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and
legal holidays shall be excluded. 26 Parties may agree to extensions or reductions of time in which
to respond or object to a data request. Responses to data requests shall be verified and shall
identify the person(s) who actually prepared the response and can answer additional questions
relating to the response. Each data request shall be answered separately and preceded by the
request to which the answer pertains. Responses shall be clearly identified and, if consisting of
several pages, shall be labeled and organized in a manner that makes review of the pages
convenient. Parties are under a continuing duty to supplement their discovery responses upon
learning that the information disclosed is incomplete or incorrect in any material respect. If a
response to a data request requires the duplication of voluminous material or of material that is
not easily copied because of its binding or size, a party may require that any party other than
Commission Staff review the voluminous material on its own premises. If duplication of
voluminous material can be accomplished without undue burden, the voluminous material may
be copied at the expense of the requesting party. Voluminous material is defined as documents
comprised of 200 pages or more.
24

See K.A.R. 82-1-205 (providing Commission Office Hours).
Per K.A.R. 82-1-217, the day ofthe act, event, or default from which the designated period of time begins to run
shall not be included. The last day of the period so computed shall be included, unless it is a Saturday, Sunday, or
legal holiday, in which event the period runs until the end of the next day which is not a Saturday, a Sunday, or a
legal holiday."
26
This constitutes an explicit limited waiver of K.A.R. 82-1-2 l 7(a). This waiver is consistent with the
Commission ' s precedential Order Granting Petition f or Reconsideration of Discovery Order, issued November 10,
2016, in Docket No. l 7-KPPE-092-COM.
25
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30.

Objections to Data Requests. If the parties have agreed to electronic service, and a

party objects to answering a particular data request, the party shall object in writing to the party
which issued the data request within five days of the data request. 27 If the parties have not
agreed to electronic service, and a party objects to answering a particular data request, the
objecting party shall object in writing to the issuing party within five days after service, plus
three days if service is by mail. The written objection shall specifically explain all grounds relied
upon for objecting to each data request. Any objections not provided at this time will be
considered to be waived. If an objection pertains only to part of a question, that part shall be
clearly identified and the responding party shall provide any non-objectionable information
covered by the remainder of the data request. Parties shall negotiate in good faith to resolve
discovery disputes. If resolution is not possible, the party seeking discovery may file a motion to
compel with the Commission. Motions to compel must have the data request and response at
issue attached. Motions to compel are required to be served by hand delivery, electronic mail,
facsimile, or next-day delivery service. Responses to motions to compel are to be filed within
three days after the motion is received.28 The Commission may act immediately on motions to
compel if necessitated by time constraints or the procedural schedule in the docket.
31.

Limitations on Discovery. The Commission may limit discovery to protect a party

against unreasonable, cumulative, or duplicative discovery requests; to prevent undue delay in
the proceeding; to avoid unnecessary burden, expense, or harassment; or to otherwise maintain
the orderly and efficient progress of the proceeding. Upon finding that a party has abused the
discovery process, the Commission may deny the right to continue discovery.

27

As noted above, intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays shall be excluded when calculating
discovery-related deadlines, which constitutes a limited waiver of K.A.R. 82-1-2 1?(a).
28
See fn. 8 above.
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32.

Sanctions. A motion for sanctions for discovery violations may be filed at any

time during the proceeding or may be initiated by the Commission. A motion is to contain
sufficient factual allegations to detail the violation and must specify the relief requested.
Motions for sanctions are required to be served by hand delivery, electronic mail, facsimile, or
next-day delivery service. Responses to motions for sanctions are to be filed within 10 days. 29
a.

The Commission will consider any relevant factors when reviewing a motion for

sanctions, including whether discovery has been conducted in bad faith or for an improper
purpose such as causing unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of the proceeding;
whether the discovery process has been abused in seeking or resisting discovery; and whether
parties have failed to obey Commission Orders.
b.

Sanctions imposed by the Commission may include limiting or disallowing

further discovery; holding that designated facts be deemed admitted for purposes of the
proceeding; refusing to allow a party to support or oppose a claim or defense or prohibiting the
party from introducing designated matters in evidence; disallowing in whole or in part requests
for relief by the offending party and excluding evidence in support of such requests; striking
pleadings or testimony; staying further proceedings until an order is obeyed; disallowing a
party's right to participate in the proceeding; dismissing the application or filing with or without
prejudice; requiring the offending party to pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney's
fees, incurred by other parties because of the sanctionable behavior; and imposing any other
sanction or remedy available to the Commission by law.

29

See fn. 8 above.
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THEREFORE, THE COMMISSION ORDERS:

A.

Staff's Report and Recommendation is adopted and the following company-

specific dockets have been opened for each utility to file its plan to minimize the financial effects
of this cold weather event into its respective company-specific investigation docket:
• 21-EKME-329-GIE (Evergy Kansas Metro and Evergy Kansas Central)
• 21-EPDE-330-GIE (Empire District Electric Company d/b/a Liberty Empire)
• 21-SPEE-331-GIE (Southern Pioneer Electric Company)
• 21-KGSG-332-GIG (Kansas Gas Service Company)
• 21-ATMG-333-GIG (Atmos Energy Corporation)
• 21-BHCG-334-GIG (Black Hills Kansas Gas Utility Company d/b/a Black Hills
Energy)
• 21-AEGG-335-GIG (American Energies Gas Service)
B.

CURB ' s Petition to Intervene is granted. CURB will automatically be intervened

in the seven company-specific Dockets referenced in Ordering Clause A.
C.

BlueMark' s Petition to Intervene is granted in part. Since BlueMark' s interests are

limited to Kansas Gas Service and Black Hills, BlueMark is permitted to intervene in the 21KGSG-332-GIG and 21-BHCG-334-GIG, but not the 21-GIMX-303-MIS Docket.
D.

Alex Goldberg's Motion for admission pro hac vice is denied without prejudice.

E.

The provisions of this Protective and Discovery Order shall govern the treatment

and handling of confidential information in this docket.
F.

This Order shall be filed into each of the seven company-specific dockets for

reference and to initiate the opening of these investigation dockets.

16

BY THE COMMISSION IT IS SO ORDERED.
French, Chairperson; Keen, Commissioner; Duffy, Commissioner
Dated: - 03/09/2021
-----

LynnM. Retz
Executive Director
BGF
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APPENDIX A
Docket No. 21-GIMX-303 -MIS
THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF KANSAS
NONDISCLOSURE CERTIFICATE

I, _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, have been presented a copy of the Protective
Order issued in Docket No. 21 -GIMX-303-MIS on the _ _day of _ _ _ _ , 2021.
I have requested review of confidential information produced in the above-mentioned
docket on behalf of - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- I hereby certify that I have read the above-mentioned Protective Order and agree to abide
by its terms and conditions.
Dated this - - - - -day of - - - - - - - -, 2021.
Printed name and title

Signature

Party/Employer

Address (City, State and ZIP)

Telephone

Email
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
21-GIMX-303-MIS
I, the undersigned , certify that a true copy of the attached Order has been served to the following

03/09/2021

by means of electronic service on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MONTE PRICE
AMARILLO NATURAL GAS COMPANY
2915 1-40 WEST
AMARILLO , TX 79109
Fax: 806-352-3721

KENNETH R. SMITH, EXECUTIVE VP
AMERICAN ENERGIES GAS SERVICE , LLC
1020 EAST LEVEE ST
SUITE 130
DALLAS, TX 75207

mwprice@a ng inc.net

ksmith@trekresources.com

DAWN GRAFF , MIDSTREAM ACCOUNTING MANAGER
ANADARKO NATURAL GAS COMPANY
1099 18th Street
DENVER , CO 80202

SHELLY M BASS, SENIOR A HORNEY
ATMOS ENERGY CORPORATION
5430 LBJ FREEWAY
1800 THREE LINCOLN CENTRE
DALLAS , TX 75240

dawn .graff@anadarko.com

shelly. bass@atmosenergy.com
ATTN : GAS SERVICE CONTACT
ATMOS ENERGY CORPORATION
5420 LBJ FWY, STE 1600 (75240)
P O BOX 650205
DALLAS , TX 75265-0205

ROB DANIEL, MGR. REG. & FINANCE
BLACK HILLS/KANSAS GAS UTILITY COMPANY LLC
D/B/A Black Hills Energy
601 NORTH IOWA STREET
LAWRENCE , KS 66044

jennifer.ries@atmosenergy.com

rob.daniel@blackhillscorp .com

ANN STICHLER, SNR. ANALYST-REG . & FINANCE
BLACK HILLS/KANSAS GAS UTILITY COMPANY LLC
D/B/A Black Hills Energy
2287 College Road
Council Bluffs, IA 51503

DARI DORNAN , ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL
BLACK HILLS/KANSAS GAS UTILITY COMPANY, LLC
D/B/A BLACK HILLS ENERGY
1731 Windhoek Drive
Lincoln , NE 68512

an n. stich ler@blackh illscorp .com

dari .dornan@blackhillscorp.com

TOM STEVENS , DIRECTOR REGULATORY & FINANCE
BLACK HILLS/KANSAS GAS UTILITY COMPANY, LLC
D/B/A BLACK HILLS ENERGY
655 EAST MILLSAP DRIVE
FAYETTEVILLE , AR 72703

SARAH MADDEN , OFFICE MANAGER
BUTLER RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSN ., INC .
D/B/A VELOCITY
216 S VINE ST
PO BOX 1242
ELDORADO , KS 67042
Fax: 316-321-9980

tom .stevens@blackhillscorp.com

smadden@butler.coop
JOSEPH R. ASTRAB , ATTORNEY

TODD E. LOVE , ATTORNEY

CITIZENS' UTILITY RATEPAYER BOARD
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD
TOPEKA, KS 66604
Fax: 785-271-3116

CITIZENS' UTILITY RATEPAYER BOARD
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD
TOPEKA, KS 66604
Fax: 785-271-3116

j .astrab@curb.kansas.gov

t.love@curb.kansas.gov

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
21-GIMX-303-MIS
DAVID W. NICKEL, CONSUMER COUNSEL
CITIZENS' UTILITY RATEPAYER BOARD
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD
TOPEKA, KS 66604
Fax: 785-271 -3116

SHONDA RABB
CITIZENS' UTILITY RATEPAYER BOARD
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD
TOPEKA, KS 66604
Fax: 785-271-3116

d.nickel@curb.kansas.gov

s.rabb@curb .kansas.gov

DELLA SMITH

ATTN : CITY CLERK
CITY OF ESKRIDGE
CITY HALL 110 SOUTH MAIN STREET
PO BOX 156
ESKRIDGE, KS 66423
Fax: 785-449-7289
clerk@eskridgeks.org

CITIZENS' UTILITY RATEPAYER BOARD
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD
TOPEKA, KS 66604
Fax: 785-271-3116
d.smith@curb.kansas.gov

SHERI RICHARD , DIRECTOR
RATES AND REG. AFFAIRS
EMPIRE DISTRICT ELECTRIC COMPANY
602 S JOPLIN AVENUE
PO BOX 127
JOPLIN , MO 64802
Fax: 417-625-5169

KELLY WALTERS , VICE-PRESIDENT
EMPIRE DISTRICT INDUSTRIES, INC .
602 JOPLIN
PO BOX 127
JOPLIN , MO 64802-0127
Fax: 417-625-5173

kwalters@empiredistrict.com

sheri.richard@libertyutilities.com
CATHRYN J. DINGES , CORPORATE COUNSEL
EVERGY KANSAS CENTRAL, INC
818 S KANSAS AVE
PO BOX 889
TOPEKA , KS 66601-0889
Fax: 785-575-8136

LARRY WILKUS , DIRECTOR , RETAIL RATES
EVERGY KANSAS CENTRAL , INC
FLOOR #10
818 S KANSAS AVE
TOPEKA, KS 66601-0889

larry.wilkus@evergy.com

cathy.dinges@evergy.com
ROBERT J. HACK, LEAD REGULATORY COUNSEL
EVERGY METRO, INC
D/B/A EVERGY KANSAS METRO
One Kansas City Place
1200 Main St. , 19th Floor
Kansas City, MO 64105
Fax: 816-556-2787

KIRK HEGER, PRESIDENT
FREEDOM PIPELINE, LLC
PO BOX 100
HUGOTON , KS 67951

ag1stkh@pld .com

rob .hack@evergy.com
MARK DOTY

THOMAS E. GLEASON , JR., ATTORNEY

GLEASON & DOTY CHTD
401 S MAIN ST STE 10
PO BOX490
OTTAWA, KS 66067-0490
Fax: 785-842-6800

GLEASON & DOTY CHTD
PO BOX 6
LAWRENCE , KS 66044
Fax: 785-856-6800

doty.mark@gmail.com

gleason@sunflower.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
21-GIMX-303-MIS
COLLEEN JAMISON
JAMISON LAW, LLC
PO BOX 128
TECUMSEH, KS 66542

colleen.jamison@jamisonlaw. legal

COLE BAILEY, LITIGATION COUNSEL
KANSAS CORPORATION COMMISSION
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD
TOPEKA, KS 66604
Fax: 785-271-3354

c.bailey@kcc.ks.gov
BRIAN G. FEDOTIN, GENERAL COUNSEL
KANSAS CORPORATION COMMISSION
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD
TOPEKA, KS 66604
Fax: 785-271 -3354

TERRI PEMBERTON , CHIEF LITIGATION COUNSEL
KANSAS CORPORATION COMMISSION
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD
TOPEKA, KS 66604
Fax: 785-271-3354

b.fedotin@kcc.ks .gov

t.pemberton@kcc.ks.gov

MARK DOLJAC , DIR RATES AND REGULATION
KANSAS ELECTRIC POWER CO-OP , INC .
600 SW CORPORATE VIEW
PO BOX4877
TOPEKA, KS 66604-0877
Fax: 785-271 -4888
mdoljac@kepco.org

JANET BUCHANAN, DIRECTOR- REGULATORY AFFAIRS
KANSAS GAS SERVICE, A DIVISION OF ONE GAS , INC.
7421 W 129TH ST
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66213-2713
Fax: 913-319-8622

JUDY JENKINS HITCHYE , MANAGING ATTORNEY
KANSAS GAS SERVICE, A DIVISION OF ONE GAS , INC .
7421 W 129TH ST
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66213-2713
Fax: 913-319-8622

janet. buchanan@onegas.com

JAMES FLAHERTY, ANDERSON BYRD
LIBERTY UTILITIES CORP
P.O. BOX 17
OTTAWA, KS 66067

jflaherty@andersonbyrd .com

judy.jenkins@onegas.com

JAMESBRUNGARDT, MANAGER,REGULATORY
RELATIONS
MID-KANSAS ELECTRIC COMPANY, LLC
301 W 13TH ST
PO BOX 980
HAYS, KS 67601
Fax: 785-623-3395

TOM MEIS, VICE PRESIDENT FINANCE, CFO
MIDWEST ENERGY, INC .
1330 CANTERBURY DRIVE
PO BOX 898
HAYS, KS 67601-0898
Fax: 785-625-1494

tmeis@mwenergy.com

j bru ngardt@su nflower.net

STEPHENJ.EPPERSON , CEO
PIONEER ELECTRIC COOP. ASSN ., INC .
1850 W OKLAHOMA
PO BOX 368
ULYSSES , KS 67880-0368
Fax: 620-356-4306

KIRK A. GIRARD , ASSISTANT CEO
PRAIRIE LAND ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
14935 US HWY 36
PO BOX 360
NORTON , KS 67654-0360
Fax: 785-877-3572

sepperson@pioneerelectric.coop

kgirard@ple.coop

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
21-GIMX-303-MIS
LINDSAY CAMPBELL, EXECUTIVE VP - GENERAL
COUNSEL
SOUTHERN PIONEER ELECTRIC COMPANY
1850 W OKLAHOMA
PO BOX430
ULYSSES, KS 67880-0368
Fax: 620-356-4306

THOMAS K. HESTERMANN , MANAGER, REGULATORY
RELATIONS
SUNFLOWER ELECTRIC POWER CORPORATION
301 W . 13TH
PO BOX 1020
HAYS , KS 67601 -1020
Fax: 785-623-3373

learn pbell@pioneerelectric.coop

tkhestermann@sunflower.net

SHANE LAWS , CEO
VICTORY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSN ., INC .
3230 N 14TH ST
PO BOX 1335
DODGE CITY, KS 67801 -1335
Fax: 620-227-8819

THOMAS RUTH , GENERAL MANAGER
WESTERN COOPERATIVE ELECTRIC ASSN ., INC.
635 S 13TH ST
PO BOX 278
WAKEENEY, KS 67672-0278
Fax: 785-743-2717

shane@victoryelectric.net

tomr@westerncoop.com

BRUCE MUELLER, CEO
WHEATLAND ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
D/B/A Wheatland Broadband Services
101 SOUTH MAIN STREET
P.O. BOX 230
SCOTT CITY, KS 67871
Fax: 620-872-7170

RADONA SMYTHE, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
WHEATLAND ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC .
101 MAIN ST
PO BOX 230
SCOTT CITY, KS 67871 -0230
Fax: 620-872-7170

electric@weci .net

bmueller@weci .net

A copy of th is order has been electronically served on :
Jeff Austin , Austin Law, P.A. , jeff@austinlawpa.com
Mike Westbrook, BlueMarkEnergy, mwestbrock@bluemarkenergy.com
Julie Agro, BlueMark Energy, jagro@bluemarkenergy.com

/S/ DeeAnn Shupe
DeeAnn Shupe

